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Abstract

to 51% on average for a set of 12 SPLASH benchmarks.
Furthermore performance is 10% better than conventional
resonator-based photonic NoCs and energy is reduced by
72%.

Molecular-scale Network-on-Chip (mNoC) crossbars use
quantum dot LEDs as an on-chip light source, and chromophores to provide optical signal filtering for receivers.
An mNoC reduces power consumption or enables scaling to
larger crossbars for a reduced energy budget compared to
current nanophotonic NoC crossbars. Since communication
latency is reduced by using a high-radix crossbar, minimizing power consumption becomes a primary design target.
Conventional Single Writer Multiple Reader (SWMR) photonic crossbar designs broadcast all packets, and incur the
commensurate required power, even if only two nodes are
communicating.
This paper introduces power topologies, enabled by
unique capabilities of mNoC technology, to reduce overall interconnect power consumption. A power topology corresponds to the logical connectivity provided by a given
power mode. Broadcast is one power mode and it consumes
the maximum power. Additional power modes consume less
power but allow a source to communicate with only a statically defined, potentially non-contiguous, subset of nodes.
Overall interconnect power is reduced if the more frequently
communicating nodes use modes that consume less power,
while less frequently communicating nodes use modes that
consume more power. We also investigate thread mapping
techniques to fully exploit power topologies. We explore various mNoC power topologies with one, two and four power
modes for a radix-256 SWMR mNoC crossbar. Our results
show that the combination of power topologies and intelligent thread mapping can reduce total mNoC power by up

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.1.2 [Multiple Data
Stream Architectures (Multiprocessors)]: Interconnection architectures
Keywords Nanophotonics; Interconnection Network; Energy Efficiency

1.

Introduction

Nanophotonic Network-on-Chips (NoC) exhibit superior
power delay product and bandwidth compared to electrical
NoCs [19, 27, 28, 36] and are likely to play an important role
in next generation NoCs. The ideal NoC is one large crossbar that enables communication between all pairs of nodes
in the absence of output conflicts. Unfortunately, current
ring resonator based crossbars are difficult to scale larger
than 64×64 due to ring thermal tuning, ring nonlinearity,
and external light source inefficiency.
Recently proposed Molecular-scale Network-on-Chip
(mNoC) designs use emerging molecular-scale devices to
construct nanophotonic networks [29, 30]. Quantum dot
LEDs (QD LED) provide on-chip electrical to optical signal generation/modulation and chromophores provide optical signal filtering for receivers. These molecular devices
replace the ring resonators and external laser source used
in current nanophotonic NoCs. For a simple Single Writer
Multiple Reader (SWMR) crossbar, mNoC reduces energy
consumption or enables scaling to larger crossbars (more
than radix-256) for a smaller energy budget and with better
performance compared to ring resonator NoCs.
Communication latency and power consumption are two
important factors in NoC design. Communication latency is
reduced in high radix (e.g., 256 × 256) SWMR mNoC crossbars since there are no intermediate routers and optical signals transmit at the speed of light. Therefore, power consumption becomes a top concern in mNoC design. In con-
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ventional SWMR crossbars, a source node broadcasts every packet and consumes power necessary to reach every
destination even with only one or a few destination nodes.
Furthermore, broadcast ignores frequency of communication between a source and specific destination nodes. The
challenge is to design a single physical interconnect that provides the latency benefits of high-radix crossbars, but without the worst case broadcast power consumption for frequent
communication to subsets of destinations.
To meet the above challenge, this paper introduces mNoC
power topologies, a unique capability where connectivity is
dynamically controlled as a function of source power (Contribution 1). For a given source on a single waveguide,
broadcast requires the highest power since it reaches all destinations, whereas lower power modes provide connectivity
to progressively smaller subsets of destination nodes. The
ability to control the on-chip QD LED light source power
and the appropriate design of optical waveguides enables
different power modes. In particular, we use asymmetric
waveguide splitters to allow potentially non-contiguous destinations in each power mode.
This paper explores static power topologies with a fixed
set of source power modes. The specific power mode is selected dynamically based on destination. Our designs are
guided by examining program communication patterns. The
general design problem is NP-hard, therefore we use heuristic methods to design several power topologies with one,
two, and four power modes (Contribution 2). We also explore the impact of thread mapping, since overall power is
reduced if frequently communicating nodes use the lowest
power modes, while less frequently communicating nodes
use higher power modes (Contribution 3).
We use Graphite [25] to evaluate performance and to
gather execution traces of several SPLASH-2 benchmarks [37]
executing on a 256 core system. The traces are used to examine communication patterns and to compute NoC power
consumption. Our results show that total mNoC power consumption is reduced by around 13% for naive power topologies, whereas a communication-aware power topology that
utilizes intelligent thread mapping reduces power by 51%.
The best overall design achieves performance 10% better
than conventional resonator-based photonic NoCs while reducing energy by 72% (Contribution 4).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces background information for mNoC and the
motivation of our work. We present power topologies and
their implementation in Section 3 and Section 4 discusses architecting power topologies. In Section 5 we evaluate several
power topologies and the impact of thread mapping. Related
work is discussed in Section 6 and we conclude in Section 7.

2.

Background and Motivation

Nanophotonic NoCs are promising since they provide high
bandwidth and lower power than conventional electrical
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(a)

Figure 1. mNoC Main Components

NoCs. Previously proposed ring resonator-based NoCs (rNoC)
have the following main components: 1) an external laser
source to provide highly coherent light, 2) a waveguide to
provide connectivity, and 3) ring resonators for both modulation and detection. Despite the advantages over electrical
(b)
NoCs, there still exist significant
limitations to resonatorbased NoCs, including: 1) high static power consumption
due to the power inefficiency from the activity independent off-chip laser source and the non-negligible ring thermal tuning power (20-100µW /ring over 20K temperature
range) [19, 26, 27], and 2) poor scalability due to ring
resonators’ nonlinearity [5]. Recently proposed molecularscale nanophotonic network on-chip (mNoC) seeks to overcome these limitations [29, 30].
2.1

Enabling Molecular-Scale Nanophotonic
Technology

Our work on power topologies builds on the base mNoC
designs, but is applicable to any similar technology (e.g.,
VCSELs as light sources). We provide a brief summary of
mNoC technology and a comparison to rNoC, further details are available elsewhere [29, 30]. Figure 1 shows the
main mNoC components, which includes QD LEDs, chromophores and waveguides. Transmitters are composed of
silicon compatible QD LEDs [13] which inject light directly
into the waveguide and provide both the light source and
modulation in a single on-chip device. QD LEDs operate
as a current controlled light source, more current leads to
more photons, and have small size, narrow emission bandwidth, good stability and fast excitation rate [14, 24, 33, 38].
Receivers are composed from chromophores [23, 35] that
filter the desired optical signals and couple the energy
from the waveguide to a photodetector for O/E conversion.
Subwavelength-diameter silica (SiO2 ) waveguides [34]
transmit visible light from the transmitters to receivers.
These components have been individually experimentally
demonstrated [1, 13, 14, 20, 30, 34, 38] and are silicon compatible, however a fully integrated mNoC has not yet been
demonstrated.
Table 1 summarizes the key differences between mNoC
and rNoC for a 256-node system. In this table mNoC uses
a single writer multiple reader (SWMR) 256×256 crossbar with a serpentine layout whereas rNoC uses a clustered
topology with a 64×64 optical crossbar and 4 nodes per
crossbar port (a clustered mNoC is also possible). Communication within a 4-node cluster uses the electrical domain.

mNoC

Power Consumption in mNoC (%)

Metric of Interest
rNoC
Technology Characteristics
Wavelength (nm)
1550
Requires Thermal Tuning
Yes
Activity/traffic independent light source
Yes
Nonlinearity (transmitters & receivers)
Yes
System Evaluation Metrics
Scalability (Max crossbar size)
64×64
Normalized energy (256-node)
1
Normalized performance (256-node)
1
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Figure 2. Percent of mNoC Power for QD LED and O/E

Table 1. Comparison between rNoC and mNoC

loss determines mNoC source power requirements, and 3)
workloads exhibit non-uniform communication patterns.
• Scalability: rNoC scalability is limited by either nonlin-

ear device behavior or ring thermal tuning power. Since
mNoCs do not utilize rings and neither QD LEDs [31]
or chromophores exhibit nonlinear behavior, waveguide
nonlinearity is the primary limitation to mNoC scalability. An mNoC crossbar can easily scale to more than
radix-256 even with a 2dB/cm loss waveguide. With
multilayer silicon integration [5] even higher scalability
may be achievable.
• Energy and Performance: Overall energy consump-

tion is reduced because mNoC eliminates the large ring
thermal tuning power. Moreover, the off-chip activityindependent laser source is replaced with on-chip QD LEDs,
where the waveguide link utilization and per packet 1-to0 ratio play an important role in further reducing energy
consumption. Previous work [29, 30] shows that for a
256-node clustered design with a radix-64 optical crossbar, the clustered mNoC (c mNoC) reduces energy by
77% for the same performance compared to rNoC. When
scaled to a single 256×256 crossbar (not possible for
rNoC), mNoC achieves a 49% energy reduction with
a 10% increase in performance vs. the clustered rNoC
topology.
2.2

Motivation

The above results demonstrate the potential benefit of mNoC
technology over rNoC technology by providing more scalability (and thus performance) with lower energy consumption. We also observe that, for a 256-node system, c mNoC
achieves the largest energy reduction while the full 256×256
mNoC crossbar achieves the highest performance. Although
it is possible to construct multiple networks to provide either low power or high performance when needed (e.g., catnap [11]), ideally we want a single physical network that
provides the performance of the high radix crossbar (mNoC)
with the energy savings of the lower-radix clustered topology
(c mNoC).
Our work toward achieving this goal is motivated by
three primary observations: 1) source power consumption
dominates overall mNoC power consumption, 2) waveguide

Observation 1: Source power dominates overall mNoC
power consumption. The total power consumption of an
mNoC is composed of three parts: QD LED source power,
O/E conversion power due to photoreceiver power dissipation, and electrical circuit power (buffers, etc.). The O/E
power is a function of the photoreceiver’s minimum input
optical power (mIOP) [8, 20]; a low mIOP requires a high
gain photoreceiver and thus increases O/E power while high
mIOP can reduce O/E power but requires higher source
power [5, 6]. This relationship enables mNoC designs to
tradeoff O/E power for source power while keeping total
power relatively constant. The impact of this tradeoff for
rNoC is minimal since thermal tuning dominates total power.
Figure 2 shows how the QD LED and O/E power changes
as a percentage of the total power as mIOP increases from
1µW to 10µW , assuming O/E conversion power decreases
linearly with mIOP1 . From this figure, we see that as
mIOP increases, the dominant power is shifted from O/E
to QD LED source power. Using a 10µW mIOP photoreceiver, QD LED source power is 80% of the total power and
becomes the new optimization target.
Observation 2: Waveguide loss determines source power
required to reach a particular destination for a given photodetector mIOP. The waveguide loss dominates other losses
due to chromophore receivers which are dependent on the
specific mIOP for a photodetector. The two main sources of
waveguide loss for mNoC are transmission loss given the
distance to a destination and various insertion loss along the
optical path (e.g., splitter and photodetector insertion loss).
Consider the distance dependence loss; Figure 3 shows that
mNoC source power increases exponentially vs. maximum
broadcast distance to a destination on the waveguide.
Observation 3: Applications exhibit non-uniform communication patterns. Analysis of the SPLASH benchmarks
shows that not every packet needs to traverse the full broadcast range. The average communication distance between
1 Linearity

is achieved by changing the number of gain stages and/or tuning
the photoreceiver’s bias voltage (Vbias).
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Source power consumption
relative to 256-node broadcast

Broadcast is the highest power mode and can reach all possible destinations, additional lower power modes can only
reach decreasing subsets of destinations. Importantly, destinations in a low power mode are also reachable in all higher
power modes, and power modes do not need to be uniform
across all sources.
More formally, the global power topology P T of an
N × N crossbar is the union of each source’s local power
N[
−1
topology P T =
P Tn . A local power topology P Tn is
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an ordered set of Mn power modes with P moden,i Watts,
such that P moden,i ; P moden,i < P moden,j , ∀i < j,
where i, j ∈ {0..Mn − 1}, and the set of destination nodes
reachable in each power mode (M destn,i ⊆ {0..N − 1}).
The destination nodes reachable in a given power mode are
also reachable in all higher power modes (M destn,i ⊂
M destn,j , ∀i < j). The highest power mode contains all
destinations (M destn,Mn = {0..N − 1}) and requires the
maximum source power. Specifying the number of modes
and which nodes are in each mode of the power topology is
the architect’s job, as described in Section 4. The remainder
of this section describes how to implement a given power
topology, and obtain the values of P moden,i to minimize
the total power for a given topology.

Figure 3. Source Power Consumption vs. Broadcast Distance
threads, based on thread ID numbered from 0 to 255, is 102
across 12 SPLASH benchmarks. Therefore, broadcasting to
all the nodes is not always power efficient and it should be
used only when needed. Furthermore, the amount of communication between nodes is not evenly distributed, some
nodes communicate more frequently than others, similar observations for both SPLASH and Parsec are presented by
Barrow-Williams, et al. [3].
These observations motivate us to explore alternative
mNoC designs. Ideally, we want to match NoC power consumption to application communication patterns. Specifically, destinations with more frequent communication should
use a mode that consumes less power, while destinations
with less frequent communication should use modes that
consume more power. Importantly, all the modes incur the
same latency. The remainder of this paper describes our initial steps toward achieving this objective.

3.

3.2

In this paper we focus on the SWMR crossbar structure,
where each source node has its own dedicated waveguide(s);
however, the approach is general and could be applied to
other photonic crossbar structures. Without loss of generality, we consider a single waveguide with a single source and
N-1 destinations and describe how to create different power
modes. For clarity we omit the subscript n.
Different power modes are enabled by two key aspects
of mNoC technology: 1) waveguide design and 2) current
controlled QD LED emission (any current controlled light
source could be used). Our power topologies are static since
they are defined at design time. As part of our ongoing
research we are exploring the feasibility of dynamic power
topologies. Below we elaborate on the two design aspects
for designing static power topologies.

mNoC Power Topologies

This section describes the foundational concepts that enable mNoC designs that achieve the performance of a full
crossbar with energy savings approaching low-radix clustered designs. The key insight is to create a crossbar structure where connectivity (reachable destination nodes from a
given source) is a function of source power—called a power
topology. The destinations reachable in a given power
mode do not need to be contiguous on the physical waveguide. To our knowledge, this is the first work to define a communication system for on-chip optical networks where on a
given waveguide (and thus fixed physical topology) a source
node can communicate with a given set of destinations as a
function of the source input power. Our goal in this section
is to first define the concept of a power topology and then to
introduce the design parameters and methods available for
architects to create various power topologies. The next section discusses architecting specific power topologies.
3.1

Implementing Power Topologies

3.2.1

Waveguide Design

Our goal is to implement a power topology to achieve the
lowest overall power consumption by minimizing the total
source power. Recall, a source QD LED injects power into
the waveguide, which is dissipated due to waveguide loss,
insertion loss incurred by various optical devices (usually
fixed), and splitters that divert a fraction of the power to each
destination’s receiver. The last factor is the key parameter for
creating power topologies and is dependent on waveguide
splitter design. Below we outline how to compute appropriate splitter parameters for a given power topology.

Power Topology Definition

The intuition behind a power topology is to augment a crossbar structure with a set of power modes where different
sets of destination nodes are reachable in each power mode.
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design process is that for a given power mode m all nodes
reachable using power P modem must receive at least P min
(i.e., βj ≥ 1) and that the nodes unique to that mode receive
exactly P min (i.e., βj = 1). This basic observation allows
us to set up a system of equations (one for each mode) that
can be used to solve computationally for Sj ’s that minimize
P src. Appendix A provides further details on the splitter
design process.
The primary constraint in our designs is that destinations
in low power modes are also reachable in higher power
modes. It is important to note that nodes in a given power
mode can be non-contiguous; that is nodes reachable only in
a higher power mode may be physically closer to the source
than nodes reachable in lower power modes. The intuition is
that the high power node’s splitter diverts a very small fraction of the power to its receiver, therefore a much higher
power is required to reach P min at the receiver. In contrast, the low power node’s splitters divert a larger fraction
of power. This unique capability enables the creation of arbitrary power topologies.

Optical Signal
Waveguide
L

L

1-Si-2 S
i-2

βi-2Pmin

L

1-Si-1 S
i-1

L

Si (θ=-1) 1-Si (θ=1)

βi-1Pmin

Pi

L

L
Si+1 1-Si+1

βi+1Pmin

Si+2 1-Si+2

βi+2Pmin

Figure 4. Source Power Model
Assume we are provided a local power topology (i.e., the
number of power modes and the set of destination nodes
in each power mode) and an expected fraction of overall
communication in each mode wm . The total source power is
the sum of the power for each mode weighted by the fraction
of communication in each mode (see Equation 1).
P src =

M
−1
X

wm P modem

(1)

m=0

Equation 2 represents the relationship between source power
and waveguide losses (including splitters) for an arbitrary
source injected power Pi at source i (See one illustration in
Fig. 4).

Pi =

N
−1
X

3.2.2

βj Pmin
max(i,j)

j=0,j6=i

L|j−i| Sj (0.5(1 + θ) − Si θ)

Y

(1 − Sk )

k=min(i,j),
k6=i,j

(2)
The sum is over all destinations on the waveguide. The
numerator in Equation 2 represents the amount of power
incident on j’s receiver in terms of the minimum required
power Pmin (which considers the insertion loss of various
optical devices and photoreceiver mIOP) where in general
βj ≥ 0. In the denominator, L|j−i| is the power loss along
the waveguide between the source i and the destination j. Sj
is the fraction of power diverted by the destination’s splitter.
The third term in the denominator represents how the source
power splits (Si ) into two directions (θ ∈ {1, −1} identifies
the direction relative to the source node i). The product term
accounts for the power diverted by all splitters between i and
j.
For a single mode power topology (broadcast) total power
is minimized if βj = 1, ∀j. However, βj is not a directly
available design knob, it simply reflects the relative amount
of Pmin received by the destination, which depends on the
distance from the source and the splitter design. If node
layout is fixed along the waveguide, then splitter design
(Sj ) is the only remaining design option available to ensure
βj = 1 and to minimize total power.
When we consider multiple power modes, the goal is to
minimize total power, P src in Equation 1, not minimize
power for a single mode. To achieve this we seek to design
splitters, Sj , that minimize P src. The intuition behind our

Implementing Source Power Modes

Similar to micro-ring resonators, the QD LED can be driven
by an integrated high-speed current driver. The QD LED
output intensity can be adjusted either through pulse-width
modulation or dynamic gain adjustment of the driver. Since
the required output power (per source-destination pair) is
static, software can store a table of constants for each power
mode and augment packet transmission with control bits
which set the QD LED output power. This same table can
also store the mapping of logical thread IDs to physical
cores, or vice versa. On the receiving side, when the input
power is below mIOP, especially in low power modes, the
input should be treated as noise. Therefore, to reduce the bit
error rate (BER), a simple threshold circuit [4] can be used.

4.

Architecting Power Topologies

The architecture of an mNoC crossbar specifies the global
crossbar power topology: the number of power modes and
the set of destination nodes in each power mode, for each
source node. Power toplogies are created on top of an underlying physical topology; in our case an mNoC SWMR crossbar with a serpetine layout. Designing an optimal power
topology requires a global optimization which is NP-hard.
Therefore, we decompose the problem into a series of steps
that enables us to explore progressively more sophisticated
designs. For simplicity, we limit our investigations to power
topologies where each source has the same number of power
modes (Mn = M, ∀n). We begin by mapping conventional
topologies onto a power topology. This is followed by power
topologies that group destination nodes based on distance
from the source. We then introduce communication-aware
topologies that account for locality of communication between nodes.
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cluster and a high power mode (2) with nodes outside the
source’s cluster. Each source has three destinations in its
lowest power mode, corresponding to the local communication in the conventional physical topology. The remaining
destinations are reachable only in the high power mode. For
the 256-node rNoC or c NoC systems, there are 252 nodes
in the high power mode.
This approach can be used to map any known topology (e.g., trees, binary n-cubes, etc.) into a power topology.
However, these architectures may not produce the lowest
overall power due to a mismatch between the power characteristics of the waveguides and the defined power topology.
For example, nodes three and four in Figure 5a are physically close on the waveguide, yet any communication between them requires the high power mode.
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(a) Clustered Power Topology
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4.2

An alternative to naively mapping conventional physical
topologies into power topologies is to design new power
topologies. One simple approach is to specify a power topology based on the n nearest destinations. Figure 5b shows a
4-mode power topology based on the two nearest destinations. In this design all sources’ local power topologies have
the same value of n = 2. This is not a requirement in architecting power topologies, and we could explore using
different distance parameters per source to create a global
power topology with unique local power topologies.
Distance-based topologies are well-matched to the underlying power characteristics of the waveguide and capture
localized communication between consecutive neighboring
nodes on a line. Unfortunately, they may be a mismatch
for communication patterns with higher dimensional locality
(non-consecutive nodes on a line).

Des5na5on	
  Nodes	
  
(b) Distance-Based Power Topology

Figure 5. Example Power Topologies: Each row represents
the waveguide(s) for the source in a SWMR crossbar mNoC.
Numbers indicate the power mode required to reach a destination in a given column (lower numbers = lower power
mode).
4.1

Distance-Based Topologies

Conventional Topologies

4.3

A simple approach is to map known topologies into a power
topology. One way to accomplish this is to set the number
of power modes based on the diameter of the conventional
network. For each source, destination nodes are assigned to
power modes based on the number of hops in the shortest
path from the source.
To visualize a power topology we use an adjacency matrix where each entry indicates the power mode for a source
(row) to reach a specific destination (column). Each row represents the waveguide(s) for the source in a SWMR crossbar
mNoC. We note that different sources may have very different values for their respective power modes. For example,
power mode 2 for some sources may be much higher power
than power mode 2 for other sources due to the maximum
propagation distance along the waveguide.
Figure 5a shows an 8-node clustered power topology
with four nodes per cluster. This corresponds loosely to the
clustered topology used in rNoC and c mNoC as described
in Section 2. In this power topology there are two power
modes: a low power mode (1) for nodes within the source’s

Communication-Aware Topologies

To achieve the full benefit of power topologies, we’d like to
assign destinations with the highest traffic to the low power
modes. Achieving this requires more than an architect’s intuition about traffic patterns, but instead must be data driven
through profiling. By utilizing communication patterns and
frequency we can potentially identify the optimal number
of modes and the assignment of destinations to each mode.
Nonetheless, it may be difficult to create a single static power
topology that is the best for all benchmarks.
Our goal is to find the power topology that provides the
lowest power, which could be achieved by searching over the
entire power topology space. In the extreme case, a power
topology could have a dedicated mode for each destination.
However, finding an optimal power topology has complexity O(M N −1 ), which is intractable for large systems with
more than a few modes (i.e., N = 256). In this case, heuristic methods must be utilized, and may result in suboptimal
power topologies. Developing appropriate algorithmic techniques to fully explore the power topology space is beyond
the scope of this paper.
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Figure 6. mNoC Single-Mode Power Profile

We explore communication-aware power topologies with
two and four modes. In general, we apply the “more is less,
less is more” philosophy and sort the destinations by communication frequency with the source. For the two-mode
case, we iterate over all possible binary partitions of the
sorted destinations into the two power modes to create N −2
two mode power topologies. Starting with only the highest
frequency destination in the low power mode, we then progressively move destinations to the low power mode until
only the lowest frequency destination is in the high power
mode. We then choose the power topology with the lowest
overall power.
For the four-mode case we apply various ad hoc heuristics to assign destinations from the sorted list to the four
power modes. We consider several partitions of the sorted
destinations into the four modes, such as {64,64,64,63},
{1,1,2,251}, {4,120,53,78}, but found the latter to be best,
based on manual greedy assignment. We leave a methodical
exploration of this space to future work.
Application specific power topologies can be created by
applying the above methods to a single application. This
could be important for embedded or high-performance ASIC
designs where there are limited and well-known usage scenarios. We also note that even the distance-based power
topologies could potentially benefit from more accurate information on communication frequency since it might impact splitter design, as discussed previously.
4.4

(c) Naive 2-mode Power Topology

(d) QAP 2-mode Power Topology

Color indicates power mode (dark = low, light = high). Each row
represents the waveguide(s) for a source node in a SWMR
crossbar. Note the non-contiguous destinations in each power
mode.

Figure 7. Thread Mapping and Power Topologies (water spatial). Rows are sources and columns are destinations.
nodes since their signals propagate only half the distance as
the end node signals.
The variation in required source power creates a power
profile for the overall crossbar. Although each source has
a single fixed power, the power for each source depends
on its location (see Figure 6). Given this power profile and
the observation of workload communication locality, it is
beneficial to map frequently communicating threads to the
cores located near the center of the waveguide.
Even for different layouts where waveguides terminate
in different regions of the chip, a power profile still exists.
Cores are arranged in a 2D plane, even a more complex
layout of waveguides cannot create a uniform distance from
each source to each destination.
Thread mapping can be achieved either offline or online
if the workload runs long enough to warrant migration. Our
mapping problem is an instance of the quadratic assignment
problem (QAP), which is NP-hard, therefore we use heuristic methods. We explore both Taboo [32] and simulated annealing [10], and find that Taboo generally performs best.

Thread Mapping

The base mNoC power topology operates by having each
source broadcast a packet on its dedicated waveguide(s) and
each node locally determine if it is the destination. This
single mode topology provides the maximum connectivity:
each source can reach all destinations. However, even in
this single-mode topology, different source nodes can require different power. Consider the serpentine waveguide
layout where all waveguides terminate in the same regions
of the chip. For this layout, source nodes occupy locations
on their respective waveguide that range from either end of
the waveguide to the middle of the waveguide. The nodes in
the middle do not require as much source power as the end

4.5

Discussion

Figure 7 shows the communication pattern for the water spatial benchmark before (Figure 7a) and after running
Taboo (Figure 7b). Each row is a source node (thread) and
each column is a destination node, darker colors represent
a larger amount of communication. In contrast to the naive
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Router pipeline stages
Electrical link latency
Optical link latency
Clock
Flit size
Core model

4 cycles
1 cycles
1-9 cycles for mNoC; 1-5 for rNoC
5GHz
256-bit
in-order model, private 32KB L1D,
32KB L1I, 512KB L2 Cache

QD LED energy efficiency
QD LED 1-to-0 ratio
Waveguide loss
Coupler loss
Photodetector mIOP
Power loss of chromophores
Optical splitter

Table 2. Simulation configuration

Table 3. Optical energy parameters

5.1

Methodology

We create our mNoC topology in the Graphite [25] simulator and run all the simulations in full simulator mode. We
explore 256-core systems and the simulation configuration
is summarized in Table 2. We use the MOSI directory-based
cache coherence protocol provided in Graphite along with its
built-in models for contention in the system. The total O/E
and E/O latency is about 200 ps and is modeled as 1 cycle in
the nanophotonic link traversal time. We assume a die size of
400mm2 , therefore the waveguide’s total length is approximately 18cm. We conservatively assume the speed of light
in the waveguide is about 10cm/ns, which means 1.8ns to
travel the longest distance, corresponding to a worst case of
9 cycles for a 5GHz clock. All electrical links are modeled
as 1 cycle [8] for the rNoC and clustered mNoC (c mNoC).
We run 12 benchmarks from the SPLASH benchmark
suite [37] to evaluate performance. As mentioned in Section 2, a SWMR single-mode mNoC crossbar improves the
performance by 10% compared with rNoC, while c mNoC
has similar performance to rNoC. To evaluate power consumption, we obtain traces of communication packets from
all 12 benchmarks executing on mNoC and build a power
model to explore the impact of power topologies and thread
mapping on power consumption. The key parameters used
in the power model are shown in Table 3. The baseline for
comparison is total network power for a 256 × 256 single
mode mNoC with naive thread mapping, shown in Table 4.
For rNoC we calculate power using similar methodology to
Pang et al. [30]; however we bias in favor of rNoC by using 0.1µW for photodetector mIOP vs. the 10µW mIOP
for mNoC as descrbied in 2.2. We further bias results toward rNoC by assuming 10% QD LED efficiency instead
of the 18% assumed in [30]. The electrical buffer power is
deteremined using models decribed by others [19, 27, 28]
which may slightly bias in favor of mNoC due to our increased number of buffers.
Our baseline results reveal that the clustered rNoC (radix64 optical crossbar) consumes 36W, with 23W in ring trimming and a 5W laser source, lower than previous results [27,
36] for SWMR optical crossbars (see Figure 10 in Section 5.7 for a complete breakdown). The average power
for the base mNoC is 20.94W, lower than the clustered
rNoC. Furthermore, mNoC is energy proportional, applications with higher network utilization (e.g., radix) require

mapping, the new mapping has very high density communication clustered around the middle nodes, which require
lower overall power than the nodes near the ends of the
waveguide.
Figure 7 also shows the mode assignment for a 2-mode
power topology specific to water spatial before (Figure 7c)
and after running Taboo (Figure 7d). Each row represents a
source node’s waveguide(s) and each column is a destination node, a dark color indicates a specific destination node
(x axis) is in the low power mode of a source node (y axis).
We observe that this power topology matches the communication patterns from Figure 7a and 7b, with more frequently
communicating nodes in the low power mode. These figures
also show the non-uniform nature of communication-aware
power topologies: source nodes have different local power
topologies, and the general framework does not require consecutive destinations within a given power mode.
In this paper we perform thread mapping based on the single mode power topology and thus the assignment accounts
for only the waveguide loss between a source and destination. A more general approach would perform a joint optimization of power topology design and thread mapping. We
leave exploring additional heuristic techniques to perform
this even more complex assignment as future research.

5.

10%
1
1dB/cm
1dB
10µW
5µW for 10µW mIOP
0.2dB

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the power consumption of mNoC
for various power topologies, using naive and QAP thread
mapping. Our results show that power topologies combined
with QAP thread mapping achieves the goal of performance
equal to a full crossbar, but with power consumption close
to the smaller clustered topology. Thread mapping is critical
for achieving this goal, where two power modes capture a
significant fraction of the opportunity (46% reduction), but a
4-mode power topology can provide an additional 5% reduction. We first present our evaluation methodology and then
discuss the impact on power consumption of several different design options. The options include naive distance-based
power topology, thread mapping, communication-aware
power topologies, and application-specific power topologies.
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Benchmark
barnes
radix
ocean c
ocean nc
raytrace
fft
average

Power (W)
7.05
120.34
12.31
24.23
3.99
11.41
20.94

Benchmark
water s
water ns
cholesky
lu cb
lu ncb
volrend

to Fig. 5a with naive thread mapping; however it only reduces mNoC power by 1% on average, demonstrating that
distance-based power topologies are superior to clustered
power topologies.

Power (W)
5.28
6.08
5.14
7.79
43.70
3.99

5.3

Clustering communication so that frequently communicating threads are allocated to cores near the center of the
waveguide provides greater opportunity to exploit the different power modes in a given power topology. Figure 8 supports this hypothesis; QAP thread mapping helps all three
power topologies. The average power reductions over the
base mNoC are 27%, 38%, and 39% for the 1-mode, 2mode, and 4-mode power topologies, respectively. Ocean nc
and radix show the most improvement from QAP thread
mapping with power topologies providing as low as 26%32% of total network power vs. the base single-mode mNoC
power topology. Although QAP thread mapping has larger
impact on total mNoC power than power topologies alone,
the best overall design uses a 4-mode power topology along
with QAP thread mapping.

Table 4. Base mNoC Power Consumption

Symbol
M
T
N
G
C
U
W
S

Impact of Thread Mapping

Definition
Mode
Thread mapping with QAP
Naive distance-based mode assignment
General mode assignment based on sampled weights
Custom power topology design
Uniform traffic pattern for splitter design
Weighted traffic pattern for splitter design
Sampled traffic weights for splitter design

Table 5. Design Symbols
5.4

Communication-aware power mode assignment follows the
“more is less, less is more” philosophy by utilizing communication information from benchmarks. We first sort all the
destination nodes according the communication frequency
with a given source node and then assign more frequent destinations to lower power mode and less frequent destinations
to higher power modes. In this section we explore two methods for obtaining communication frequency: sampling from
four benchmarks (lu cb, radix, raytrace, water s) and averaging across all 12 benchmarks. A more statistically significant exploration of sampling, while interesting, is beyond
the scope of this paper.
To isolate the impact of communication-aware mode assignment, we compare to a distance-based power topology
that uses the sampled traffic for splitter design. Therefore,
the difference in total mNoC power is mainly due to different mode assignment. As shown in Fig. 9, communicationaware mode assignment generally works better than naive
distance-based mode assignment. Using weights from the
average of all 12 benchmarks reduces power by 7% compared with the distance-based mode assignment for the 2mode design. The reduction is increased to 10% for the
4-mode design. Moreover, communication-aware mode assignment based on the average of 12 benchmarks works better than the one based on 4 sampled benchmarks. As expected, when more communication information is available,
the better the design.
A 4-mode power topology produces qualitatively similar results, but quantitatively is the best overall design when
sampling across all 12 benchmarks with 49% of the base
mNoC’s power on average vs. 53% for the 2-mode power
topology. Compared to the best distance-based power topol-

high power (> 100W); however we show that power aware
thread mapping and power topologies reduce this below
rNoC, to ∼ 20W, while maintaining the performance benefits of high-radix crossbars. We use the symbols shown in
Table 5 to create a notation for the various power topologies in our figures; for example, 2M T N S4 means 2 modes,
QAP thread mapping, naive distance-based, and splitter design based on weights from sampling 4 applications.
5.2

Communication-Aware Mode Assignment

Naive Distance-Based Power Topologies

We evaluate two distance-based power topologies: 1) a 2mode topology with the 128 closest destinations assigned
to the low power mode of a source, and the remaining destinations assigned to the higher power mode, and 2) a 4mode power topology based on groups of 64 nearest nodes.
To calculate overall source power (Equation 1), and the
corresponding splitter design, we explored several communication weightings (e.g., 66% / 33%, uniform, etc.) and
found qualitatively similar results across all weightings (see
Section 5.6). For clarity we only present results for uniform weights. Figure 8 shows the power consumption of the
two distance-based power topologies with naive and QAP
thread mapping normalized to the single-mode mNoC with
naive thread mapping (1M). Here we consider only the naive
thread mapping, we discuss QAP thread mapping below.
The 4-mode distance-based power topology reduces the total mNoC power by 12% while the 2-mode distance-based
power topology reduces power by 10% on average (harmonic mean). Ocean nc and radix show the largest benefits
of power topologies with reductions 15%-20%. We also implement 256-node clustered 2-mode power topology similar
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Figure 9. Communication-Aware Mode Designs vs Distance-Based Mode Designs
ogy that uses the uniform traffic for splitter design in Fig. 8,
the best 4-mode power topology with communication-aware
mode assignment reduces the total mNoC power by 12%.
This demonstrates the benefit of communication aware
power topologies.

5.5

munication patterns, a custom power topology may be beneficial.
5.6

Splitter Design Sensitivity Analysis

As explained in Section 3.2 and Section 4.3, the communication patterns of benchmarks could potentially affect the
splitter design. We evaluated the sensitivity of splitter design
to communication traffic weights using the application specific 2-mode power topology with QAP thread mapping as
the basic design. The different communication weights we
consider are: uniform, 66%/33%, 33%/66%, samples from 4
benchmarks (S4), and the average across all 12 benchmarks
(S12).
Our results reveal minimal variation in power reduction
across the different weights (within 2%), but all produce
over a 40% reduction in total mNoC power on average. One
potential explanation for this limited impact of weights on

Application Specific Designs

To understand how well the various general power topologies work, we create application specific power topologies
tailored to each benchmark. We examine the source power
consumption for the application specific designs with QAP
thread mapping and naive mapping. They both have similar
characteristics, but do not have a significant improvement
over naive distance-based power topologies (about 8%). The
“keep it simple” design philosophy may apply. However, for
embedded systems or situations with known specific com-
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Energy Consumption
Relative to rNoC

quires traversal of two local routers and the larger crossbar.
Therefore, we don’t expect to observe too much benefit from
thread mapping, nonetheless, we are currently exploring this
design point.
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rNoC

Ring Heating

mNoC
Source Power

c_mNoC
O/E&E/O

We discuss related work based on three broad categories:
current nanophotonic NoC designs, power optimization in
both on-chip networks and wireless networks, and thread
mapping methods to optimize the network in terms of energy, performance or congestion in NoCs. Although different
power optimization methods have been proposed for on-chip
networks, the concepts proposed in this paper such as logical
power mode and power topology in nanophotonic NoCs are
new.
Bus-based crossbars are very popular in the current
nanophotonic NoCs. A typical nanophotonic crossbar is usually designed using one of the following structures: MultiWrite-Single-Read (MWSR) as proposed for Corona [36],
Single-Write-Multi-Read (SWMR) shared-bus crossbar proposed by Kirman et al. [21] and Pan et al. [28], or MultiWrite-Multi-Read (MWMR) which combines the above two
and proposes a reduced number of channels design as proposed for Flexishare [27]. However, due to the power inefficiency from the off-chip laser source and thermal ring
tuning power, and the ring resonator’s nonlinearity, these
designs are difficult to scale to more than radix-64. Nitta et
al. [26] presents a thermal model to calculate the ring tuning
power, which is much bigger than the heating power calculated with the popular per ring fixed cost method. Even with
further optimization techniques [39], the ring power consumption is still a dominant factor. Other topologies based
on ring resonator switches are also explored, such as a 2D
grid NoC from Phastlane [9] and a torus-based hierarchical hybrid NoC called THOE [41]. Xue et al. [40] proposes
a freespace optical interconnect that uses VCSELs as light
sources.
As power becomes a larger concern in current computing
systems, various power optimization methods are proposed
for on-chip networks. Recent work from Koka et al. [22]
presents a power constrained method for designing and evaluating the nanophotonic interconnects. Their results show
that under reasonable device assumptions for a given input optical power, point-to-point networks have better power
and performance characteristics than switched-based networks. Catnap [11] proposes a power proportional NoC design which divides a single NoC into multiple subnetworks
to exploit the benefits of power gating. We could apply
this same method on mNoC by deactivating waveguides per
source to decrease bandwidth and reduce power. Other work
explores different physical topologies to reduce NoC energy
and/or latency [12, 17, 18]. Finally, any transmission line or
wireless communication system can utilize the same prin-

PT_mNoC
Elink and Router

Figure 10. Total NoC Energy Consumption
splitter designs is that the total source power for given a
source core is a function of both weights and splitter ratios.
Changes in the weights can be compensated by changes in
the splitter ratios resulting in similar overall power. Therefore, the traffic pattern, as it relates to splitter design, has
minimal impact on overall power consumption.
5.7

Related Work

Overall mNoC Energy Consumption

As mentioned in Section 2.2, our goal is to design a single
physical network with the same performance as the highradix mNoC, but with the power savings of the lower-radix
clustered topology (c mNoC). Figure 10 shows the total energy normalized to rNoC for baseline (mNoC), c mNoC, and
the best power topology mNoC (PT mNoC=4M T G S12)
with static splitters. The power model for rNoC is similar
to the one proposed by Joshi et al. [19]. We use 20µW /ring
over 20K temperature range as thermal tuning power to favor rNoC. More accurate ring models [26, 39] indicate much
higher ring tuning power. Since the dominant power for
rNoC is ring tuning instead of O/E, it shows little or no
benefit to increase mIOP for rNoC (see Section 2.2). Therefore, we keep rNoC’s photodetector mIOP as 1µW instead
of 10µW used by all mNoC related topologies. From these
results we see that the best power topology with thread mapping requires only 28% of rNoC’s energy, close to the 21%
required by c mNoC and much lower than the base mNoC
(1M power topology) of 57%. Note that c mNoC has smaller
source and OE/EO power than mNoC, because the lower
radix requires shorter waveguide length and fewer optical
devices.
Our power topology has at least the same performance as
the base radix-256 mNoC (1M). Performance could be improved by considering QAP thread mapping, because it reduces the distance between source and destination, and potentially reduces latency. Thread mapping will have minimal impact on rNoC’s power consumption since it is dominated by thermal ring tuning. Similarly, c mNoC’s power
is dominated by electrical components. There may be some
impact on performance of the clustered topologies (rNoC
and c NoC) by thread mapping, however only three nodes
are near neighbors and communication with all others re-
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ciples of power modes based on distance to destinations,
e.g., [2, 7].
Thread mapping is previously used to design energy
and/or latency-aware on-chip networks. Hu et al. [16] proposes an efficient branch-and-bound algorithm to map cores
to a regular tile-based network to save total energy. Hoefler et al. [15] discusses efficient application communication
pattern mapping to sparse network topologies. They demonstrate a heuristic method based on graph similarity to reduce
network congestion and also improve application communication performance. Their methods could potentially be used
for joint optimization of thread mapping and power topology
design.

7.

munication patterns, and exploring mNoC’s ability to multicast/broadcast when used in coherence protocol design.
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Conclusion

Energy efficiency and power dissipation are increasingly important design goals for computer systems. Manycore processors exacerbate this problem since on-chip interconnect
(NoC) can become a significant portion of overall power
consumption. This paper utilizes a new molecular-scale photonic NoC technology (mNoC) and shows how to architect
power efficient designs through the use of power topologies.
A power topology is a set of power modes and an assignment of destination nodes reachable in these power modes,
for each source node in the system. Power topology implementations are enabled by careful waveguide design and
the unique mNoC capability of current-controlled on-chip
QD LEDs for light sources.
The benefits of mNoC power topologies include scaling
to high-radix crossbars, to achieve high performance, while
providing power savings close to smaller-radix crossbars.
We present several different power topologies for a 256-core
system with two and four power modes, including distancebased and communication-aware topologies that reduce network power by ≥ 10% compared to a baseline mNoC with
a single power mode that can reach all destinations. Further
improvements, additional 40% reduction, are possible with
intelligent thread mapping that maps frequently communicating threads to cores with lower power communication requirements. We find that distance-based power topologies
capture a significant fraction of the overall benefit in mNoC
power reduction 40%, but that utilizing application information for mode assignment can achieve over a 50% reduction.
Overall, mNoC with power topologies achieves performance
10% higher than a clustered ring-resonator photonic NoC,
while reducing energy by 72%.
The work in this paper represents our initial efforts at
exploiting emerging molecular-scale photonics to architect
novel power efficient on-chip interconnects. The design
space is very large, and we’ve explored only a small portion. Areas of future work include, but are not limited to:
dynamic power modes, joint optimization of thread mapping and power topology design, applying power topologies
to embedded systems with well-defined IP blocks and com-

Appendix A
For a N × N crossbar, to solve for Sj at the destination j
given a source node i, where i, j ∈ {0..N − 1}, we build
on the observation that destination nodes unique to a given
power mode m ∈ {0..M } have the same βj values which
we call γm : βi = βj = γm , ∀i, j ∈ M destm − M destm−1 ,
and for each source mode power P modek , k ∈ {0..M } we
define unique γk,m . We then further simplify by defining all
γk,m in terms of γ0,m in power mode 0 to obtain αm =
γ0,m , m ∈ {0..M }, where αm ∈ (0..1], α0 = 1.
Equations 3-6 show abbreviated versions of Equation 2
for a four mode(M = 4) power topology, which connect
Equation 2 to Equation 1. The equations are based on an observation that given a fabricated waveguide, a given source
power is proportional to any destination’s received power,
and that a change in the source power results in a proportional change in all destination’s received power.
P mode0 = f (Pmin , α1 Pmin , α2 Pmin , α3 Pmin )
α2
α3
1
P mode1 = f ( Pmin , Pmin , Pmin , Pmin )
α1
α1
α1
α1
α3
1
P mode2 = f ( Pmin , Pmin , Pmin , Pmin )
α2
α2
α2
1
α1
α2
P mode3 = f ( Pmin , Pmin , Pmin , Pmin )
α3
α3
α3

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

We can then rearrange the summand of Equation 2 to
express Sj in terms of αm , P min, & L. We then iterate over
all αm from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1 to obtain values for
each power mode.
Note that by determining the values that minimize P mode0 ,
all higher power modes can be computed by P modei =
P mode0
. Once we have the alpha values we can substitute
αi
into the splitter equation to obtain the appropriate splitter
values for use in fabrication. Since we have one equation
with many unknowns, we solve for alpha values computationally by iterating over all alpha values (better results may
be achieved by using steps smaller than 0.1).
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